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ABSTRACT 

 
ARTICLE INFO 

New method to improve the performance of MapReduce by using distributed memory 

cache as a high speed access between map tasks and reduce tasks. Map outputs sent to 

the distributed memory cache can be gotten by reduce tasks as soon as possible. 

Experiment results will show that our prototype’s performance is much better than 

that of the original on small scale clusters. To our knowledge, this is the first effort to 

accelerate MapReduce with the help of distributed memory cache.The main objective 

is, implemented and integrated with Hadoop works for improving performance. Thus 

to prove successful in lowering job execution times in the overall system. In 

traditional system data is issued from disk reducing the overall performance. 

Therefore an attempt is made to cache data and issue from cache like remote caches. 

The contributions added to improve the system are basically remote memory caching, 

more da ta local jobs and reference caching. In remote memory caching, caching of 

input data at the DataNode level lowers job execution time. Efficient data aware 

caching system is implemented by using Hadoop incorporated components. Cache 

manager communicates with task trackers and provides cache items on receiving 

requests which is implemented in the system. The cache manager uses HDFS, the DFS 

component of Hadoop, to manage the storage of cache items. In order to access cache 

items, the mapper and reducer tasks first send requests to the cacher and manager 

which accepts only key value components.The component TaskTracker class is 

responsible for managing tasks, understand file split and bypass the execution of 

mapper classes entirely. Task Tracker also manages reducer tasks and bypass 

reducer tasks by utilizing the cached results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Efficient data aware caching system is implemented by 

using Hadoop incorporated components. Cache manager 

communicates with task trackers and provides cache items 

on receiving requests which is implemented in the system. 

The cache manager uses HDFS, the DFS component of 

Hadoop, to manage the storage of cache items. In order to 

access cache items, the mapper and reducer tasks first send 

requests to the cache manager. Mapper and Reducer classes 

only accept key value pairs as the inputs which are fixed by 

Hadoop interface. An open accessed component Input 

Format class allows application developers to split the input 

files of the MapReduce job to multiple file splits and parse 

data to key value pairs. The component TaskTracker class is 

responsible for managing tasks, understand file split and 

bypass the execution of mapper classes entirely. 

TaskTracker also manages reducer tasks and bypass reducer 

tasks by utilizing the cached results. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Big data is evolving drastically around us. 

Researchers, scholars defined big data depending on 

different perspectives. The very common definition of 
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big data is that the datasets that could not be imagined, 

understood easily, accomplished and processed by 

conventional information technology software/ 

hardware tools in an expected time. 

 

The volume of information increasing every day as 

people create such large data with the help of 

communications like voice calls, emails, texts, 

uploaded pictures, video. MapReduce is used by 

researchers at Google from 2004. Due to limitless 

features of big data, researchers understood that a 

single machine is unable to serve all data 

computation/analytic solutions, and new environment 

like distributed system is required to process and store 

data in parallel [9]. An open source implementation 

Apache Hadoop similar to MapReduce became 

available with free of cost for large scale data 

analytics, big-data applications and other major 

parallel computations in which large input data is 

required. Hadoop is adopted by several distinguished 

and renowned companies like Yahoo!, Facebook and 

became mainstay [10]. The Hadoop computational 

model has several distinguished attributed properties. 

It is simple that its API stipulates a few entry points 

for the application programmer specified mappers, 

reducers/combiners, partitioners, for formatting input 

and output[11]. In addition to basic large scale 

computational models, lot of software tools is built 

around as Hadoop ecosystem. These tools are such as 

Apache Hive, Apache Giraph, Apache Hama, Apache 

Mahout all of which harness Hadoop [12]. Since the 

last ten fifteen years it is observed that Hadoop 

clusters size is increased, as well as increase in size of 

RAM memory supported by each machine. The 

smaller ¡K, Vj size, high amount of data reusability 

and Hadoop Job interactive ness make it possible to 

build a robust caching mechanism preferably in -

memory for substantial improvement in performance 

[13]. 
 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

In traditional system data is issued from disk reducing 

the overall performance. Therefore an attempt is made 

to cache data and issue from cache like remote caches. 

The contributions added to improve the system are 

basically remote memory caching, more data local jobs 

and reference caching. In remote memory caching, 

caching of input data at the DataNode level lowers job 

execution time. 

 
IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

Big Data is difficult to work with using most relational 

database management systems, desktop statistics and 

visualization packages since it requires massive 

parallel software running on tens, hundreds or even 

thousands of servers. Hadoop is a free, Java-based 

programming framework that supports the processing 

of large data sets in a distributed computing 

environment. It is part of the Apache project sponsored 

by the Apache Software Foundation. Hadoop has 2 

main components: HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File 

System) and Map-Reduce. HDFS is a block structured 

distributed file system for storing large volumes of 

data. MapReduce are programming model meant for 

large clusters. It has a parallel computing framework 

helps in parallelization, fault tolerance, data 

distribution and load balancing. The computation of 

Map-Reduce takes a set of input key/value pairs and 

generates a set of output key/value pairs. The 

computation of generating the set of output key/value 

pairs is divided into two functions: Map function and 

Reduce function. 

 

Block Diagram: 

 

 
Fig 1. System architecture 

 

V. RESULT 

 

 
Fig 2. Clustered result 
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Fig 3. Analysis graph 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The proposed efficient data aware caching framework 

is powerful for cache management. The new cache 

replacement algorithm is implemented and called it as 

value degree to calculate the value of tuple being 

replaced. Results show that there is substantial 

improvement in performance of Hadoop jobs by 

reducing completion time and storage overhead using 

efficient data aware caching for big data application. 

The future development will focus on enhancing the 

caching mechanism with advanced algorithm using the 

hadoop and MapReduce. 
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